Conversion rate of $7 buyers to $1997 buyers on cold traffic went
from 2.88% to 4.83%. A 67.7% increase.
Final video: https://vimeo.com/user11459351/review/547453785/b0d21287f9

Welcome/Intro
All right, well welcome everybody. Good morning, good afternoon or good evening to
everyone, wherever you may be joining us from around the world.
This is Dave Aquino at Base Camp Trading. Thank you for attending my online training
event titled The Ultimate Income Trading System.
I’m really excited you made it on. Because I’m going to share with you why it’s so
important to have what’s known as an Income Trading System if you want to make
consistent income as a trader. And I’ll show you the system we’ve used for the past 5
years and is still working today.
But before we get started, I want to point out this disclaimer you see here. I'm not going
to read the entire thing because it’s also on the page below this presentation so you can
read it later if you want.

Same with this CFTC Rule 4.41. The bottom line is that whenever you trade you have
large potential rewards but also large potential risks. If there wasn't any risk, there'd be
no opportunity for profit potential. But you need to be aware of the risks and be willing to
accept them. Remember don't trade with money you can't afford to lose. And past
performance of any trading system or methodology is not necessarily indicative of future
results.

Speaking of risks…
I think Warren Buffett sums up market risk well when said, “Risk comes from not
knowing what you're doing.”
And so one of the best ways to minimize that risk is to acquire more knowledge, which
is what you’re doing right now. Most people don’t take the time to educate themselves.
So they just gamble with their money, which is why so many people lose money.

And by the way, if that’s you -- if you’ve lost money trading and haven’t figured out how
to be consistently profitable yet -- don’t beat yourself up. Because most of the traders
I’ve coached over the years have been in a similar situation…
They’ve tried a lot of different tactics and techniques, but they weren’t consistently
profitable until they committed to an income trading system, like the one I’m about to
show you.
But before I do that I want to talk about the big ELEPHANT in the room… or should I
say the big BULL in the room:

People often ask, “Dave if this works so well why are you taking time to share it with
others? Why not just trade, make a bunch of money and not waste time teaching?”
It’s a good question. Especially in this industry…
So let’s talk about the big ELEPHANT slash BULL in the room…

You probably recognize this sculpture. It’s called Charging Bull aka the Wall Street Bull.
It’s become a universal symbol of the stock market. But it actually has quite an
interesting story behind it which most people don’t know.
The man who created it was named Arturo Di Modica.

Di Modica was a sculptor who immigrated from Italy to the U.S. at a young age and built
a successful business in New York City. He was living in New York during the 1987
Black Monday crash. And as he watched so many people lose hope as the economy
crashed, he decided to do his part to help reinspire confidence.
So he spent the next 2 years, and $350,000 of his own money, creating this 7,100
pound bronze sculpture. Once he finished it, he loaded it up on the back of a truck and
planned to drop it off in the middle of the night outside the New York Stock Exchange
Building.
But it was the night of December 14th and the place he was planning to drop it now had
a giant 60-foot Christmas tree on it. He knew he only had 4 minutes to drop it off before
the next police patrol came by; so he told his friends who were with him, “Drop the bull
under the tree – it's my gift."

And so they did. And his gift still stands there today 32 years later. Di Modica passed
away earlier this year. But his words are just as relevant today as they were back then
when he said:
"My point was to show people that if you want to do something in a moment when
things are very bad, you can do it... My point was that you must be strong."
So when people ask, “Hey why are you giving this information away if it’s so valuable?”
I just think of Di Modica telling his friends in the middle of that cold December night.
“Drop the bull under the tree – it's my gift."
And so I just want to say...
“Here’s this free training -- it’s my gift.”
My name is Dave Aquino and like Di Modica, I came to the U.S. at a young age. My
parents immigrated from the Philippines when I was two and we settled in a small town
in Mississippi.
Both my parents were doctors and I grew up watching them use specialized knowledge
to make a big impact on people’s lives.
So when I grew up I started to follow in their footsteps and graduated Vanderbilt
University with a degree in molecular biology.
However, I didn’t feel like medicine was where I could have the biggest impact with my
life. But I still loved the scientific method. And still had a desire to use specialized
knowledge to help people. So I decided to make a change and help people with their
financial health instead.
I became one of the youngest brokers at Merrill Lynch at age 23. Then moved on to
Vanguard where I spent over 12 years in the asset management department and then in
the ultra client group. My small team managed 660 million of client household assets. I
was the derivatives portfolio manager. And my job basically was to generate cash flow
from stock options. So I've been using options to generate income for a long time.

However, after spending 16 years working for big Wall Street firms I felt like I wanted a
change. I have twins: a boy and a girl and I wanted to spend more time with them and
my wife. So I left the crazy Wall Street world and started to trade for myself.
Then about eight years ago I connected with Base Camp Trading to help mentor and
coach retail traders -- people just like you.
And I’ll tell you what…As exciting as it was to manage hundreds of millions of dollars for
super wealthy families… It’s much more meaningful to watch someone go from being
unprofitable, or barely profitable, as a trader to making a full-time living trading from the
comfort of their own home.
For example, the income trading system I’m going to show you has enabled people like
Jim Haas to go from being an inconsistently profitable trader to someone who makes
over $20,000 a month trading just a few hours a day.
So when Jim sends me a picture of him relaxing on his piece of property that he
purchased from his profits, it makes me smile.
You see the truth is people who are serious about trading aren’t trying to make a bunch
of money so they can buy a lamborghini or a yacht. Most people I meet are just trying to
make money so they can enjoy a better quality of life… Or help pay for their kids or
grandkids' college. Or spend more time with their family.

So I love it when I get emails from people like Doug who says he made $36,000 in the
last 4 days. Awesome.
And so today my goal for this webinar is to show you how it's possible for you to
generate stable and consistent income from trading just like I do, just like Doug does
and just like Jim and so many others do every day.
Because the truth is it’s not only POSSIBLE to beat the market on a consistent basis,
but it’s actually PROBABLE to do if you have what’s known as an income trading
system.
In fact, if you don’t have an income trading system you can rely on then yes, you’ll
probably always struggle to make money trading. Or at least make it consistently.
The reason why you need an income trading system is that by definition, an income
trading system serves as the foundation to all your trading. It can create a regular
baseline level of monthly income, and it relieves the pressure of you as a trader to
perform and hit home run trades.
Maybe you're in a situation where you have to grow your account. You have to generate
profits. Maybe you live off your trading account because you're retired. You probably
have it all planned out. I need to generate a certain amount of money every month to
support myself from trading. And you know how that feels when you have a bad week...
you fall behind when you fall behind, you have to do better the next week or in the next
trade. So you have to take more risk and hopefully hit a home run on the next one to
make up some lost time. Well, in practice, when you do that, you actually increase the
pressure on yourself as a trader, and you tend to take more risky trades. And those
risky trades, usually aren't better trades and you fall further and further behind. What
you need are: consistently repeatable, high-probability, profit-producing trades.
It also needs to be proven in many markets. What I mean by that is it needs to be
proven in both bullish and bearish, trending markets, and also sideways markets… You
know, the ones that don't have a clear and distinct direction, that choppy kind of
movement that leaves your head scratching? That's where an income trading system
can really save you.
Because there’s a big difference between getting lucky and hitting home runs every now
and then and having a system that brings in steady and consistent income like
clockwork.

For example, here are the actual results from last year for the income trading system I’ll
be walking you through today. The dates circled in green are days we had winning
trades. The losses are in red. As you can see there’s a lot more green than red.
And here’s the results from the first 3 months of this year. Here’s January where we won
11 out of 12. February where we won all 14 trades. And March was another perfect
month where we won 16 out of 16. So that’s 42 trades placed and only one was a loss.
That’s a 97.6% win-rate so far this year. Which is better than normal since we typically
average around 94 to 95% -- which is still really high.
And it’s not just this year or last year that we’ve had success with this… we’ve placed
1,000 trades over the last 5 years and our average win-rate has been around 94% with
the average profit per trade being about 5%.
When most people first hear about this type of success they ask, “How in the world do
you manage to win over 90% of your trades over the long haul? I’m happy if I win more
than 60%!”
Well, that’s what I’m going to show you. I'm going to walk you through the 3 secrets of a
successful income trading system which are:

● Secret #1 -- How To Use the Same Strategy Casinos and Big Banks Use
To Stack the Odds In Their Favor.
● Secret #2 -- How To Increase Your Win Rate By Decreasing the Time In
Each Trade To Just 11 Hours.
● Secret #3 -- The Advantage of Trading A Stock Market Index vs Individual
Stocks (Hint: One Is Way More Predictable).
Secret #1 is How To Use the Same Strategy Casinos and Big Banks Use To Stack the
Odds In their Favor… We’ll talk about the reason why casinos and big banks like I used
to work for, win 80-90% of the time while retail traders are only winning 10-20% of the
time.
Then we’ll talk about Secret #2 on How To Increase Your Win Rate By Decreasing the
Time In Each Trade To Just 11 Hours. I’ll introduce the income trading system we use
over here called 11-hour options and explain why it’s been so effective and allowed us
to enjoy a 93% win rate over the last 1,100 trades we’ve placed.
And finally we’ll talk about Secret #3 -- The Advantage of Trading A Stock Market Index
vs Individual Stocks And Why One Is Way More Predictable Than The Other.

So without further ado let’s dive in to Secret #1…

Secret #1 -- How To Use the Same Strategy Casinos and
Big Banks Use To Stack the Odds In Their Favor.
So how many times have you heard people say, “It’s impossible to beat the market!”
All the time, right?
Some people look at traders like we’re crazy and attempting some impossible feat. But
then you look at companies like Vanguard and Merrill Lynch, both firms I used to work
at, and you see how much money they make every day trading…
These companies make billions in annual profits from trading. Now do you think they
are rolling the dice and just hoping to make money when they trade?
Of course not, they know exactly what they’re doing and they have a proven income
trading system they use to extract money from the market every trading day.
Now think about casinos…
Who's making the most money there? Is it the players who buy some chips and try to hit
the jackpot? Or is it the house who sits back and quietly sells the opportunity to the
never ending line of people?
So what’s the secret to their success? What do both big wall street banks and casinos
have in common that gives them a massive edge over the other players?
I’ll tell you what it is. And don’t miss this because this ONE simple idea could transform
your entire approach to trading…
The secret to their success is that they are primarily in the business of SELLING
opportunities to people who HOPE to make a fortune.
For example, the brokers at firms like Vanguard and Merrill Lynch are primarily in the
business of SELLING -- not buying -- option contracts when they trade.

That’s because they know most option contracts expire worthless. In fact, according to a
study done by the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE), only 10% of option
contracts are exercised.
Why is that? Well think about it…
What’s the #1 desire that fuels the demand for stocks and options? It’s GREED, right?
You have millions of people who buy option contracts the same way they buy lottery
tickets. They think, “Ah you know what, I have an extra thousand bucks, I’ll go out and
buy an option contract because I have a feeling this company is going to really explode
soon.”
Everyone thinks they have a hot stock pick… they listen to some guru and feel like they
have inside information…
Meanwhile, back on Wall Street the broker on the other side of that trade says, “Yeah
we’ll take that bet and gladly sell you this contract that has a 10% chance of increasing
to 300% in the next 2 weeks.” Even though they only stand to make a few percent gain
they know the ODDS are in their favor. So they make that trade over and over and over
again.
They are in the business of SELLING the DREAM of striking it rich in the market.

It all boils down to math. And whoever has higher probability trades over the long term
wins. And the reason only 10% of traders are consistently profitable and 90% aren’t is
because those 10% understand how to employ an income trading system with a built in
house edge.
This is what’s allowed us to have a 93.8% win-rate over 5 years of trading our income
trading system, which we’ll get into in a moment. But you don’t have that type of high
win rate unless you’re using an income trading system where you’re essentially “the
house.”
And yes we only make 5% per trade -- but we’re winning 19 out of 20 trades. So we just
let our wins compound and we’ll take that trade over and over and over again. Yes,
every now and then someone is winning big and hitting a home run but their win rate is
not 90+ percent.

Next, let’s talk about how to gain an even bigger edge by decreasing the time you
spend in each trade to just 11 hours. Because this is another key strategy to use if you
want to consistently win 19 out of every 20 trades you make…

Secret #2 -- How To Increase Your Win Rate By Decreasing
The Time In Each Trade To Just 11 Hours.
Ok so now that we know that SELLING options can give you an edge over BUYING
options, the next question is: “How long should you be in your trade for?”
Remember, our goal here is to operate like “the house” does in a casino. The buyer
comes to you hoping to hit the jackpot and you’re the one selling them their opportunity.
However, with options there’s always a time factor to consider -- which is where our
casino analogy sorta breaks down. Because you can’t hold your cards for a week
hoping they’ll eventually turn into a winning hand. At a casino the results of your bet are
instant. You know right away if you won or lost.
But when you trade options you have to wait for your contract to expire to know if you
won or lost. Which leads us to Secret #2 - increasing your win rate by decreasing the
time you’re in each trade for, to just 11 hours.
This technique alone will give you a massive edge over other traders. Why? Because
the longer you're in a trade for, the higher the odds are that something will happen in the
news that will cause your trade to move against you. It’s really not complicated, yet most
traders never even stop to consider this fact.
Let me introduce you to the income trading system we use and show you exactly how
we make money with it because it’ll help you understand how this works…
The income trading system we use is called 11-Hour Options. And one reason it’s
different from almost any other options trading strategy out there is because we limit our
time in the trade to just 11 hours.
That short timeframe is unusual for most traders who typically think of keeping their
position open for 7, 21 or even 30 days.
11-hours seems way too short. However, there are two important reasons why I believe
it’s so much more effective than the longer time frames:

#1 is that it gives you more trading opportunities.
If you’re only doing one or two 30-day trades a month that’s 12 to 24 trades a year.
We get to do 200 trades a year. So the frequency of trading not only gives us more
opportunities to win, it gives us more opportunities to compound our winning. I'd much
rather get 5% gain every other day vs. 30% gain every 3 months. Make sense?
The second reason is Less Risk.
If I’m in a trade for 7 to 30 days I have to worry about it the entire time. The market
conditions and economic news that could come out over that time frame is huge. The
market could suddenly drop and you’d think, ‘Oh man the market looked really bad two
weeks ago and now it looks good!’
For example there were many months last year where if you had a trade on for longer
than two or three days, you were almost guaranteed to lose money.
That’s just so frustrating. But this is how you avoid that.
Because all we have to manage is an 11-hour time period. That’s much less risky.
So here’s how it works…
These are high probability credit spread trades we place the day before the options
we're trading expire, because we want them to expire worthless. That’s because we
make money through time decay. And the trades we take are based on an hourly chart,
not necessarily your normal daily chart, an hourly chart gives us another advantage.
What we're looking for is to evaluate price momentum and understand various support
and resistance levels. So we can set the trade up the right way and give us the highest
chance of success.
Again, our trading goal is to create income through overnight time decay. What does
that mean? It simply means we are selling an option that is decaying. And if it expires
worthless, we get to keep the premium we sold it for. It’s like the casino selling the
opportunity to hit a jackpot. If the player doesn’t win, then we keep the money.
That's what generates our 5.19% average gain.

Now when you trade 11 hour options you’ll have to look at the charts differently than
most traders do. Most traders are hoping price will stay in their target zone -- they’re
thinking, “Where will price be?” But we’re thinking the opposite and asking, “Where will
price NOT be when these options expire in 11 hours?”

Now the best way for me to explain this is to give you a visual. So I'm going to draw this
little house... this is the little house that I grew up in.
And in our backyard, we had this really nice big Oak tree and my brother and I would
play in the backyard. There's my brother. And here I am. Now, we like to play hide and
go seek. And he being a nice brother would always count off first and let me hide.
So as he starts counting, I'll run over here and hide behind the Oak tree. Now, as he
opens his eyes, he looks around, he doesn't see me. And he says, well, normally Dave
likes to hide in the front yard. So I see him turn and run North to the front of the house
while I'm over here behind the tree. I see him going North. I turn and go South. Now,
you know how hide and seek works. If my brother doesn't find me in the time allotted, I
win that round. Okay. So it's basically a giant game of keep away.
Well, that is what we need to do when we're selling these 11-hour option credit spreads.

Now, in this chart, we're looking at the S&P 500 cash settled index on the hourly chart.
Each of these bars represents one hour of time. So we can see the price action. Clearly
price action is heading down. Price momentum on our indicator down here is also down
here at the bottom, it's momentum and the line is also heading down. So price comes
down to this pivot point and it bounces off of support. We see price action go up. We
saw price momentum go up. When we see that movement higher, we will sell in the
opposite direction. All right, now, remember each of these bars are 11 hours, so we will
sell it the day before expiration. And then, we'll hold it the entire day.
So if it's a Friday expiration, we will sell it on Thursday around noon. We will hold it all of
Thursday afternoon and then overnight, and then all of Friday afternoon. And that's
about 11 hours of market time. That's where the name comes from. So 11 hours later
after I placed the trade, if the price does not come down and touch my credit spread, I
win that round. Okay? Just like our game of hide and seek. SPX comes up 11 hours
later. It doesn't touch my credit spread. I win that round. It goes into sideways
consolidation. Then I see a breakout. When I see the breakout going higher, I verify
price momentum is going higher. When I see that I'll sell a credit spread away, 11 hours
later, if the price does not come and touch my credit spread, I win that round.
Price comes up. It's a double top. That double top has a resistance level. I see price
turn and go down price momentum turns, and also goes down. When I see that
downward motion, I sell up high. So I'm doing the opposite. Now, 11 bars later, 11 hours
later, if price doesn't come up and turn around and touch my credit spread, I win that

round. Price goes into a sideways consolidation. I see price action go down. I see price
momentum also fall. When I see that break lower, I will sell a credit spread up high. If
price doesn't turn and come up and touch my credit spreads 11 hours later. I win that
round. Okay? Price goes into a sideways consolidation and makes one final break to
the downside. I verify price momentum is also breaking lower. When I see the break and
the movement I'll sell a credit spread up high 11 bars later. If price doesn't touch it, I win
that round. So it's a giant game of keep away. And if you play it well, and you're looking
at price action and price momentum, you can find a whole lot of success with high
probability trades.
Now, what does this mean for actual money? Well, let's just say I take and commit
$10,000 of buying power per trade. Remember I said, over our lifespan, the number of
trades we've done, we average 5.19%. So just to make my math easy, let's say if I win a
trade, I generate 5% return. So on my money of $10,000 after 11 hours, each winning
trade generates $500 of profit. Now what's nice is after 11 hours that buying power is
freed up again. I can use it again for my second trade for my third trade, for my fourth
trade and for my fifth trade.
So after this period of trading, I implement the 11 hour option strategy, five times utilizing
the same $10,000 of buying power that generates a total profit of $2,500. Now this is
just so the math is easy. Technically I could take each of those $500 winning trades and
roll it into the original capital that will help my profits grow exponentially, because I'll be
compounding my winnings. But just to keep the math really easy, I commit $10,000 to
each trade. Each trade generates $500. So $2,500 total profit utilizing $10,000 of buying
power, equals 25% increase in the value of my account. And that's in five trades.
We increased the value of that account by 25%.
Now in this chart, we have here at the beginning of March, here's basically the end of
March. This is about 26 days. Okay? In 26 days, that's about four weeks, Right? So in
four weeks, in my example, I just showed you five trades, but I usually average three
trades a week. So technically in that four week period, I can do 12 trades. My results of
a 25% increase are based on five winning trades. So you can get an idea of how quickly
your account could potentially grow.
Now can you see why limiting your time in the trade to just 11 hours can be such a big
game changer? Not only does it limit your risk but it also frees up your capital so you
can use it to place more trades.

So just to recap… we know selling -- not buying options -- gives us those “house odds.”
And limiting our time to just 11 hours gives us an even greater edge… but to tilt the
odds in your favor even more I want to share the third and final secret with you…

Secret #3 -- The Advantage of Trading A Stock Market Index
vs Individual Stocks (Hint: One Is Way More Predictable).
Secret #3 is all about choosing WHAT we trade. Because, as you know, some stocks
are very volatile: think GameStop or Tesla… and while there are certainly ways to profit
from volatility, that’s not what we want for our primary income trading system.
Remember, we’re not trying to get home runs here -- we’re going after singles and
doubles. The name of the game we’re playing is CONSISTENCY. We want to win 19 out
of every 20 trades we take.
And remember, I already shared two ways we do that. The third way has everything to
do with the underlying stock your options contract is based on. That’s because we want
to focus on things that trend well… in other words, they need to be smooth.
Which is why I love trading stock market indices so much. They tend to be less choppy
than individual stocks. And it makes sense when you think about it because an index is
diversified in its holdings. So it doesn't have heavy company-specific risk.
Yes, the whole market can fluctuate over time but remember you’re going to be living in
11-hour days. You don’t really care what’s going to happen 24 hrs from now or even 12
hours from now. All you want to know is, “Will price stay away from my little money box
for the next 11 hours?” Remember the game of keepaway? If price stays away from that
zone for the next 11 hours you win.
And in my experience, one of the best things to trade for an income trading system is
the S&P 500 -- ticker symbol SPX.
Not only does it behave pretty predictably compared to stocks, it’s also historically been
overpriced, which favors us, the sellers. In fact, a study done by Ibbotson Associates
found that "option writing (selling) can be very profitable” and “certain index options
(such as the S&P 500) have historically been overpriced,” which, of course, favors
sellers.

Plus, if you’re in a situation where you’re not yet consistently profitable and you just
want to establish your income trading system so that it brings in predictable income
each week then it’s a good idea to FOCUS on trading just one or two things.
I was giving a live version of this presentation to a group of traders down in Dallas and
there was a man in the audience named Jim. Jim was struggling with trading for years
and was never really consistently profitable.
But after he heard how the 11-Hour Options Income Trading System worked he said,
“You know what, this makes a lot of sense to me.” You see Jim is a CPA, so he’s a very
analytical type of person who also understands numbers. So when he saw how we were
essentially tilting the odds in our favor he decided to commit to it. And he decided to
only trade the S&P 500 and to only aim for 4 to 5% gain per trade to minimize his risk
and to limit his trades to 11 hours or less.
Basically he followed this system to a T.
So he starts taking these 11-Hour Trades as soon as he gets back home. He went
through November without any losing trades. So of course he continues to do the same
thing in December… and again, no losses. By the time we get to January he starts
sending me screenshots of his statements because he hadn’t had any losses.
6 months into it and he hadn’t had one single losing trade. Now, listen I’m not saying if
you start taking these 11-Hour trades you’re not going to have any losing trades.
Now I can't promise that, if you start trading 11-Hour Options that also you're going to go
6 months with no losses. But Jim did in this particular case. And the results were pretty
amazing. And this is what it looked like.
This is his very first statement he sent me. This was November. It grew by 28.8%. I
circled it right here in orange, 28.8% growth in one month in November.

Then from November to December it grows by 16.9%.

Now I looked at that number and I said, “Jim, I just want to make sure everything's okay.
Because I know we did much better than 16.9% in December.”

He said, “Yeah, yeah, Dave, nothing's wrong with the trades. I’ve just been doing so well
I decided to take a couple of weeks off in December and not trade at all, enjoy my
holidays.” So I was like, Oh, okay. That makes much more sense because I know we
really outperformed in December. I said, “okay, keep it up. Let me know how you do in
January.”
And remember, he's a CPA. So January’s a busy time for his tax practice. But Jim still
managed to pull off a 38.3% gain in the month of January.

Then another 24.7% in February...

And then March and April roll around very similar results.
Now, when Jim started in November, he was trading one account. I believe it started at
about $10,000, but just trading one account. By the time May rolls around Jim is now
trading three separate accounts, because as he's finding success, he does what
anybody else would do, he looks for more money to trade this strategy, cause he's really
enjoying those gains.
So come May, or end of May, early June, he sends me these screenshots and he says,
Dave, in two weeks trading -- he only traded two weeks in May because he had some
family issues he had to deal with to help his daughter out -- so here are the three
statements and I'll summarize it for you at the end. This one, you can see here grew by
$3,286.
This one grew by $4,340. And this one grew by $3,176. And he's taking pictures with his
iPhone and then he's texting them to me. And, he says Dave right there, three accounts
in the two weeks in May grew by $10,800.

So to summarize it for you: he started trading in May, the total account size in all three
accounts was $92,712. And he traded for two weeks. He generated $10,800, in two
weeks. That's an 11.65% growth in two weeks. That's basically more than the S&P 500
does in a good year. He did it in two weeks. I said, that's wonderful, Jim, keep it up.
Let me know how you do next month. Again, consistency is what we're after. So the
same three accounts. This first account grew by $8,460. This account grew by $6,017.
And this account grew by $5,852. In the next month of June. Jim started trading the
beginning of the month with $103,576. That's because he rolled the profits over in the
month of May. So he's compounding the size of his accounts, allowing him to grow even
faster every month. With that $103,000, he generates over $20,329 in profits. All right,
that is a 19.63% growth in June.
And what's crazy about that number is that even if all Jim did was keep trading at this
level, generating $20,000 a month in profits, in a year, he would generate $240,000.
Nearly a quarter of a million dollars. All from an account a little over a hundred thousand
dollars in size. That doesn't count any compounding. He doesn't increase it any size. He
just keeps trading with the same goal, make $20,000 every single month. And lo and
behold, he'll potentially generate a quarter of a million in a year from a $103,000
account, with this Income Trading System.
Remember, Jim’s doing this using the same three secrets I just shared with you… he’s
selling… he’s acting like the casinos and big banks by selling options instead of buying
them… he’s increasing his probability of success by limiting the time he’s in each trade
to just 11 hours or less… and he’s trading the S&P 500 instead of individual stocks.
But there’s also a 4th reason he’s been so successful which I should let you know
about…
Jim actually gets all these 11-hour Trades handed to him on a silver platter in the
form of trade alerts that I send out each week.
That’s because he’s a member of my private 11-Hour Options Advisory Service. This is
where you actually get these same 11 hour option trades delivered directly to you.
These high probability income trades are published every two days, I say every three
days. But we have expirations every other day, three times a week.
Let me explain how it works so you can decide if it’s right for you…

Value Stack
So if you decide to join the 11-Hour Options Advisory Service you will start getting
emails that look like this, sent to you 2 to 3 times a week. The email alert will give you
the exact trade setups so you can place these 11-Hour trades yourself. Each email will
contain a link to a video where I walk you through each trade with specific optimum
spread strike prices. So you don't have to figure any of this out on your own. You just
implement the trade I give you. It follows the exact 11 hour options criteria I just outlined
to you in this training.
And these are trades you can run profitably 52 weeks a year. So 52 weeks, a year,
times three gives you an idea of how many trades you can implement in a year. And
again, these are the exact same trades that Jim and a lot of our very big traders take
every week. They allow us to evaluate the markets and to provide those trade alerts to
them… which is important because I'm always looking at the markets, seeing if there's
anything out there that may cause us to make adjustments to the 11 hour option
strategy.
Plus, an added benefit is that I can help you generate the occasional Iron Condors,
which can actually result in a 10% return when we have a winning trade. That's why our
average long-term profit per trade is 5.19%, even though we typically aim for 4 or 5%.
But the occasional Iron Condor bumps that average up a little. So that’s a nice bonus to
being a member of this service. Now the price to be a member of this service is $4,997
for 2 years. So that’s 2 years worth of these trade alerts, so over 300 trades total. And
again the retail price is $4,997.

I'm also including a number of recordings from our very extensive mastering income
spread trading intensive immersion program. It's our highest level of trading mastery. It's
going to give you a deep dive into our training labs program. It's an 8-week program
with well over 24 hours of learning mastery sessions and case study sessions. And it'll
help you develop an income trading plan to get to that point easily, where you're
generating $5,000, $10,000 per month from your income trades. I know this is
completely possible. I have traders now generating $5,000... 7,000 per expiration. This
is well within reach of an everyday trader. The value of this program is $5,997.
Plus, since you’re on this webinar today I’ll also give you instant access to my mastering
income spread trading workshop. This is a step-by-step training workshop that will show
you how to do income spread trades just like I told you. Not only will I show you how to
utilize stop-losses, but I’ll also share some advanced strategies on defending your credit
spread. I didn't have time to talk about that today. But there's actually ways to save
some of those losing trades and turn them into big winners. And that program retails for
$497.
So again, it's the 11 hour options trade advisory service. Two years worth of those high
probability trade alerts. And the value of that service is $4,997. The mastering income
spread trading intensive program for $5,997 and the mastering income spread trading
workshop for $497. The total package value is $11,491.

Now, if you ask large size traders, if that’s worth it, the answer you're going to get from
the majority of them is absolutely 100%. You know why? Because that allows them to
generate consistent weekly income from trading.
But because of the fact that you spent some time with us today and you are in our
audience, we really appreciate your time. We are happy to provide a special webinar
offer for this program. We're going to discount it drastically, almost 80% here. If my math
is right, down to $1997 for a two year program.
The nice thing is we're going to give you a hundred percent money back guarantee for
30 days. Give it a try, kick the tires, make some money, take some trades.
Now the link to sign up for the program is www.bctnow.com/time. And if you look in your
alerts, you will see that link in the box and you click on that. You will come up to the
enrollment page, the mastering income spread trading advisory service. All right, you
will get the mastering income spread advisory service 2-year access. Again, $5,000
value, the mastering income spread intensive, uh, program all 24 hours of recordings for
$6,000 value there, and the mastering income spread trading workshop for $497. Again,
total value is well over $11,400. Today it's only $1997.
Now in order to make that within reach to some people… you know, $1997 to a lot of
people is like, “wow, that's a great deal,” but to make it a little bit more accessible, we're
happy to include a three payment plan, so three monthly payments of $697 will get you
into the program right away. Okay?
So when you have that order form, you put your name, your billing information, your
payment information here, and you select if you want to do a single payment of 1997?
Or do you want to do three easy payments of $697? Whichever one best fits your
budget, go for that. Go for that because this offer is extremely discounted. And I would
definitely not want you to miss out on this opportunity now.
You’ll also notice an option here to add an additional year of alerts for just $997. So then
you’d lock in three years worth of alerts instead of just two. And that's only an additional
$997. So again, you're getting, wow, you're, you're getting that at about a 60% discount.
So instead of $2,500, you're only paying $997 for that. And you’re only going to be able
to do it this one-time. So, this is a really great opportunity. You don't get to see that
again, the normal cost per year is $2,500 per year.
So again, the special webinar offer is $1997 or three easy payments of $697. And
please consider that significant discount right there. Add on an additional year of alerts

for only $997. Let me see here, uh, if you need some assistance. Great. I knew I had
this there. We have a support line. You can contact us by email at
support@basecamptrading.com. I know some of you like to do PayPal and we don't
have it on the checkout page. But you can send us an email saying, “Hey, I'd like to take
you up on that 11-Hour Options advisory program. But I want to pay by PayPal.” So just
let us know support@basecamptrading.com the phone number where you can reach us
is (817) 587-6060. If we’re busy assisting other members just leave us a message.

Closes
Okay. Now, again, this is a tremendous value at $1997. It has the potential to be
life-changing in the way it produces returns. And again this is not far fetched. These are
the exact trades Jim, and a number of our traders, use to generate consistent weekly
income. I mean Jim did 15,000 in six days. And, uh, that is a tremendous amount of
production, I would say. And again, your special webinar offer is 1997 or three easy
payments of 697. And again, I really want to highlight this... let us take the risk for you.
You're going to sign up and look at the program, start getting the trade alerts. We're
looking in 30 days, what are you going to get at least a dozen trades? At least a dozen
11 hour option trades, and you have a hundred percent money back guarantee. Give it
a try. Don't let this opportunity pass you by.
And talking about trades. Let's do a really quick math exercise. So let's just say, Hey,
look, I'm going to give it a try. I'm going to place my first 11 hour option trade. I'll get my
trade alert. And I commit, let's say $4,000 to the program. And your first trade, you
generate $200 of profit. You say, wow, that was pretty easy. Another trade alert comes
in. You take another trade. And in the first week you generate $400. Like, wow, that's
pretty good. If all you did was maintain that level of trading. You didn't have to re-invest
anything, you could spend that money every week, but you just kept trading at that
level. You have the potential in 52 weeks, at $400 a week...the math works out to nearly
$21,000 per year.
Okay. Remember the program cost you $1997. And that's two years, right? If you want
to add another year, you go plus $997. So roughly $3,000 has the potential to generate
three times that, over three years. That's the type of trading potential you have with this
program. And you know the strategy of this program is not going to go anywhere. I've
been trading close to five years now, and I'm just going to keep trading it because we
keep making money. Okay. Someone asked me before in a webinar, "Will this way of
trading ever go away?" Well, two things will have to happen. Uh, they will have to get rid
of the S&P 500. And if they do that, we'll find another index. And the other thing they

would have to do is they have to get rid of options. I don't think either of those two things
will happen anytime during my lifetime. That those things are fundamental to the way
the markets work. So I will always have a way of making money in the market.
11-hour Options is not going anywhere. It works in up markets, down markets, sideways
markets. You saw it in the month of April of last year. We flip-flopped every single trade
and we still made money. We did not lose money in the month of April, probably the
toughest trading month. You thought you would think it was March when everything was
falling. That was easy. April was the hardest month to trade probably in the last 10
years. And we're making money.
And speaking about making money, this is what you can do with your money, if you
trade the right way. This is Jim. And like I said, Jim likes to send me pictures on his
iPhone. And, I guess he had his wife take this picture and he's sitting there and he
texted me, "Dave do like the picture.?" I'm like, wow, are you visiting a park or golf
course, or what's going on? He goes, this, my new backyard. And he said, I bought a
small farm and I'm going to raise sheep... and he said something else... I can't
remember. It's been a little while, but this is what Jim does with his $15,000 in six days.
Okay. So if you want a farm in the middle of Texas and you're trading 11 hour options,
go right ahead. And I'd love to see what you do with your money. If you're gonna go
scuba dive around the world. Great. If you're going to buy yourself a farm. Great. The
good thing is you have complete freedom to trade.
And one little, little last story about my friend Jim, he's a Texas football fan. And, he likes
to take his grandson to the Texas games at least once a season. So he'll take him and
he'll text me and say, “You know, I'm going to the game. So I'm not going to trade on
Friday.” You know how expensive those tickets are? Not because the tickets are
expensive. It's because Jim's not trading. You know, if Jim can pull in $5,000 in an
expiration or more, those are really expensive tickets.
But the nice thing about these 11 hour option trades, you do them when you have time,
you do them on your schedule. They will always be there for you. And some traders are
taking the week between Christmas and new year's off. They're not trading. Why?
Because they've made enough money this year and they're fine. And they have no
exposure. They don't have to worry about position. They're flat. They have cash, that's
it. They don't have to trade. They trade on their own schedule with them being
completely in control of whether or not they trade. If they feel like trading, they trade. If
they don't want to trade and they want to go do something else, they're welcome to do
that. That's the freedom 11 hour options give you.

Again, we're talking $21,000 a year, just with a $200 per profit trade. So again, you're
getting two years of a trade advisory service, with the option to get a great discount on a
third year right now... the intensive program recordings 24 hours worth… and the
mastering income spread trading workshop… And then you're going to get a 30 day
money back guarantee. So the risk is basically on us.
And I don't know about you, but I've done this webinar time and time again and I renew
all those performance numbers. And look, if you don't sign up for this program now, if
you come back in six months, I'll show you new numbers from the 6 months prior And I'll
say, “Look how we did in the last 6 months, we've had a great run. Maybe markets were
a little bit bumpy, but we navigated that really well. And we outperformed what we
thought we might perform and we generated income. How did you do?”
Special webinar offers $1997 or three easy payments of $697 with a hundred percent
money back guarantee.
Okay so the question is, "what is the average commitment for trading on a weekly
basis?" Well I have some traders that what they do is they'll place their 11 hour option
trade when they get the email. And that's what I recommend you do. You get the email,
you place the trade. It's kinda like fishing. You can't catch a fish unless you have your
lure out there, right? So you place the trade and you open your order and you just wait
for the market to fill it. And then once you get filled, then you place your stop-loss order.
And then just let your position alone to mature. Now, I do recommend that you monitor
it. I'm not saying you stare at it for every minute that the market's open, but have a
general awareness of a market moving higher or lower things like that. If you want to
actively defend the credit spread instead of using stop losses, that's what that mastering
income spread intensive program does for you. You can learn how to do it there.
“How much are you risking per trade?”
So when I show you these, this here, this is a $5 wide spread. So $5 times a hundred.
That's normally because we're dealing with a hundred shares. So it's a $500 per
contract spread. And here in this model portfolio, we are trading 20 spreads. So 20
times 500, this is $10,000. You don't have to trade $10,000. You could trade one
spread, two spreads... you can also trade 200 spreads. I have traders on a regular basis
trade 200 spreads per expiration easily. And that's basically what you need to do in
order to generate $5,000 per expiration. You know, I probably have a dozen or so
members who are trading at least 200. So basically that's it. And it's scalable like that.
However many trades you want to, how many of many spreads you want to put on? You

can do it. That's why it doesn't matter. Doesn't matter what size accounts you have. You
can start out smaller.
“What time are the alerts sent out?”
The majority of the time when I send out these trade alerts, uh, you can see, let me pull
up the email Again… I think this one was a little bit later, 11:15 AM Eastern time.
Sometimes it's usually between 10:30 and 11 o'clock. This one is a little bit later. And
because of the way the market was moving or actually wasn't moving much at all. So it
would come out a little bit later, but typically between 10:30 and 11:15.
“Is any special software required?”
No, I do all the heavy lifting for you. I mean, you're welcome to draw up charts like I do
here. You know, I'm explaining why and how we set up the credit spread, et cetera. Um,
that's fine. Some traders don't even pull up charts now. I mean, if you want to get into it,
the mastering income spread intensive program in this workshop, we'll show you all how
to do that.
I mean, really, if you understood what I was doing on, uh, this set of charts. Oh, where is
it? Yeah. Oh, here we go. If you understood what I was doing here, reading price
action and price momentum, that's basically what we're doing. The workshop actually
goes into great detail explaining the process I go through, identifying direction and
support and resistance levels. But again, the benefit of being in the advisory program is
that I do all the heavy lifting for you. You can do as much or as little as you would like.
"Is the trade adjustment training part of the whole program right here?"
Yes, all this is included the workshop intensive program and the advisory service.
“So when can you trade this?”
Well, the SPX is what we'd normally trade and is only traded during market hours. Yep.
It's only traded during market hours.
“So how much risk am I taking per trade?”
So in this trade here, if my stop loss is a two X I'll risk a thousand dollar loss to make
500, or if my stop loss is a 3X I'll risk $1,500 dollar loss to make 500. That's how the
stop-loss levels work.
Someone asked, “Do I need anything else other than the advisory service?”

You really don't. Again, it's as much or as little as you want. Because again, I like to
teach, I like to provide this training to you. But again, you don't need it because you
don't have to have it. Let me put it that way. You don't have to go through all the
training.. It's nice to have, but the alerts come to you for two years or three years, if you
check off that special bonus option.
All right, everyone. So I really appreciate your attendance today. Thank you very much
for your interest. Again, 11 hour options and our 11 hour options trade advisory service
is at your service. We'll be happy to accompany you on your journey. Again, take
advantage of the opportunity, because again, you may see me in another three, six
months and, I don't want you to feel left behind or missing out. So take advantage of it
and we'll be happy to hear about your success. It's www.bctnow.com/time. Again, it's
$1997 or three easy payments of $697 with a hundred percent money back guarantee
for the first 30 days. Okay. Thank you again for your attendance. Have a wonderful
evening.

